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ABSTRACT 
 
By the time the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) completes its Disposal Phase in FY 
2034, the Department of Energy (DOE) will have disposed of approximately 109,378 
cubic meters (m3) of Transuranic (TRU) waste in WIPP (1).  If DOE adheres to its 2005 
Pollution Prevention Goal of generating less than 141m3/yr of TRU waste, approximately 
5000 m3 (4%) of that TRU waste will be newly generated (2). 
 
Because of the overwhelming majority (96%) of TRU waste destined for disposal at 
WIPP is legacy waste, the characterization and certification requirements were developed 
to resolve those issues related to legacy waste.  Like many other DOE facilities Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has a large volume (9,010m3) of legacy 
Transuranic Waste in storage (3).  Unlike most DOE facilities LANL will generate 
approximately 140m3 of newly generated TRU waste each year3.  LANL’s certification 
program was established to meet the WIPP requirements for legacy waste and does not 
take advantage of the fundamental differences in waste knowledge between newly 
generated and legacy TRU waste. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The TA-55 Plutonium Facility processes 239Pu from residues generated throughout the 
defense complex into pure plutonium feedstock. The manufacturing and research 
operations performed at TA-55 in the processing and purification of plutonium result in 
the production of plutonium-contaminated scrap and residues. The residues can be 
processed to recover as much plutonium as is practical. The recovery operations, as well 
as associated maintenance operations, and TA-55 plutonium research are the sources of 
TRU waste generated at TA-55.  Because of the hazards inherent in the handling, 
processing, and manufacturing of plutonium materials, all process activities involving 
plutonium are conducted in gloveboxes.  Waste, primarily solid combustible materials 
such as plastic bags, cheesecloth, and protective clothing, is generated as a result of 
contamination avoidance measures taken to protect workers, the facility, and the 
environment. Material removed from gloveboxes is managed as TRU waste and is 
packaged in one or more layers to prevent the spread of contamination outside the 
glovebox. Process residues exceeding the Safeguard Termination Limit (STL) values are 
held for future reprocessing.   
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Radioactive waste from LANL’s Plutonium Processing Facility, TA-55 PF-4, is 
characterized by process knowledge, weighed, and visually inspected before it leaves the 
glovebox line.  Knowledge of the material inputs and the waste producing process is used 
to physically and chemically characterize the waste. TRU waste at the Laboratory can be 
classified as either legacy waste or newly generated waste.  Although newly generated 
waste is defined as waste generated after September 30, 1998, this paper focuses on waste 
generated since September 3, 2002 and which is referred to as currently generated waste. 
  
The waste handling process was mapped from generation in the glovebox to placement in 
the shipping container and compared with the process used to characterize and certify 
legacy TRU waste containers. 
 
Waste Certification Process 
 
Currently generated TRU waste is certified through a nine step process that includes: 

1. Item Identification, 
2. Item Inspection 
3. Management of Information Using the Material Evaluation Form, 
4. Removing the Items from the Glovebox Line by Drunout or Bagout, 
5. Assay of the individual Item, 
6. Packaging the Item in a waste Container, 
7. Assay of the Waste Container, 
8. WIPP certified assay, and 
9. Headspace Gas Analysis.      

 
A contaminated item can not be determined to be waste until it is assayed in Step 5 to 
determine the amount of SNM contained in the item.  Those items that contain enough 
SNM are held for reprocessing.  The nine steps and the information collected during each 
step are depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Characterization Process for Currently Generated Waste 

Item Identification 
 
The specific processes associated with each potential waste item generated are 
determined by use of the (Material Accountability Safeguards System) MASS.  That 
system tracks the history and movement of each item from cradle to grave.  The Source 
Material, Radionuclides, Reagents, and Chemical Reactions used in the process that 
generates a potential waste item can be determined from the Acceptable Knowledge (AK) 
waste stream and process summary reports developed for TA-55 (4).  Based upon the 
information developed in the AK reports the WIPP Waste Material Parameters, Waste 
Matrix Code and RCRA Codes can be assigned for each item. 
 
The detailed TA-55 AK reports cover legacy and currently generated waste from  

• Metal Operation Processes 
• Plutonium-238 Operations 
• Nitrate Operations 
• Chloride Operations 
• Pyrochemical Operations 
• Special Processing, and 
• Miscellaneous Operations 
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Inspection 
 
When an item is ready to be considered for discard, a Visual Examination (VE) of the 
item is conducted by a qualified examiner and a trained verifier in the presence of the 
waste generator.  In addition to verifying the waste material parameters and waste matrix 
code, the examiner determines the packaging of the item, its weight (using a certified 
scale) and ensures the absence of prohibited materials.  This is the most important step in 
the certification process because this is where the item is thoroughly inspected and where 
detailed information is collected at the individual item level.  Once packaged with other 
items into a waste container, the items individual characteristics are lost to further 
examination.   
 
Material Evaluation Form 
 
The amount of certification data collected during the VE process is tracked by a sole-use 
computer-based Waste Management System (WMS).  Entry into the WMS is through 
laptop computers located at the VE locations or the waste management room in PF-4.   
Additional data for each waste item is entered into WMS as the item is processed. 
 
Drumout/Bagout 
 
Once an item has been entered into the WMS it can be approved for removal from the 
glovebox line.  This is accomplished by either placing the item directly into a drum 
(drumout) or into a bagout bag.  Waste management personnel observe the 
Drumout/Bagout process to ensure no changes have been made to the item since VE and 
to verify the packaging of the item.  A radiological control technician (RCT) determines 
the dose rate of the item and verifies the item is free from external contamination.  This 
additional information is entered into WMS. 
 
Item Assay 
 
After removal from the glovebox line the generator brings the item to the Assay Room 
managed by NMT-4.  There a Non-destructive Assay (NDA) is performed to determine 
the amount of Special Nuclear Material contained in the item.  The assay determines the 
amount of the primary radionuclide for each material type declared for the waste.  The 
relative amounts of other radionuclides in the item are calculated from known ratios for 
each type of SNM. 
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Container Packaging 
 
The determination as to whether the item can be discarded as waste or held for further 
processing to reclaim the SNM is made after the item has been assayed.  Those items that 
are determined to be discardable are declared waste and sent to the waste management 
room for packaging.  The waste packaging technicians package the individual items into 
certified waste containers in accordance with strict packaging procedures.  The packaging 
information for each waste item in each waste container is maintained in the WMS as 
well as the container weight and radiological survey data.  Each container is locked to 
ensure items can not be added or removed. 
 
Confirmation Assay 
 
Once packaged, each waste container is assayed to verify the total amount of SNM in the 
waste container concurs with the sum of the SNM in the individual waste items packaged 
within the waste container.  Those waste items that are removed from the glovebox line 
through a drumout receive an initial assay and a confirmation assay even though the drum 
contents do not change.  Once the confirmation assay is complete, the waste management 
lock is removed and replaced with a Safeguards and Security (S-4) lock.  The S-4 lock 
remains on the waste container until it is removed by S-4 prior to the waste being shipped 
for storage at the waste management site at TA-54. 
 
WIPP Certified NDA 
 
All TRU waste containers, regardless of whether they are currently generated waste or 
legacy waste, are assayed using an NDA system that is a part of the WIPP Performance 
Demonstration Program (PDP).  In contrast to the previous NDA performed on the 
currently generated waste where only the primary radionuclide is measured; the PDP 
NDA process measures the individual radionuclides and meets the data quality objectives 
for NDA of wastes intended for disposal at WIPP. 
 
Headspace Gas 
 
The headspace gas of TRU waste containers, regardless of whether they are currently 
generated  waste or legacy waste, is analyzed for flammable volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) using an analytical system that is a part of another WIPP PDP.  Like the PDP 
NDA process, this analysis is performed on the drummed waste. 
 
COMPARISON OF CHARACTERIZATION INFORMATION 
 
Once the currently generated waste items are placed in the waste container the accuracy 
of characterization information collected is the same as that collected for legacy waste 
drums because the techniques are the same.  However prior to placement in the waste 
container, characterization of currently generated TRU waste has many advantages.  The 
primary advantage, as shown in Table 1 is the ability to characterize the individual items 
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as opposed to a drum of packaged waste.  The second advantage is the newness of the 
information available on the individual items.  
 
Table I.  Comparison of Currently Generated and Legacy Waste Characterization 

Legacy TRU Waste Currently Generated TRU Waste Waste 
Information Method Inputs Method Inputs 

AK • Historical evidence of 
material inputs 

• Review of process 
procedures 

• Interviews with 
previous operators 

AK • Current process material 
inputs 

• Examination of processes 
• Segregation and control of 

waste 
 

Waste 
Matrix 

RTR  • RTR images of 
packaged waste 
container 

• Can only turn loaded 
drum 

Visual 
Examination 

• 2-Person hands-on 
examination of individual 
waste items 

• Can turn and examine 
individual items 

Weight Scale Determine weight of loaded 
drum 

Scale Determine weights of individual 

AK • Historical evidence of 
material inputs 

• Review of process 
procedures 

• Interviews with 
previous operators 

AK • Current process material 
inputs 

• Examination of process 
• Segregation and control of 

waste 

Chemical 
Constituents 

Headspace 
Gas 

Analytical data Headspace 
Gas 

Analytical data 

Prohibited 
Items 

RTR RTR images of packaged 
waste container 

Visual 
Examination 

Segregation of prohibited items 
at point of generation and 
control of waste. 

Packaging RTR  RTR images of packaged 
waste container 

Packaging 
Records 

Packaging information on 
individual items and internal 
container packaging. 

Isotopic NDA NDA results for waste 
container 

S&S Assay Individual item assay results by 
material type 

 
Visual Examination of individual waste items has many benefits when compared to Real 
Time Radiography (RTR).  The RTR is used to radiograph containers of TRU waste to 
identify prohibited items such as pressurized containers, free liquids, and sealed metal 
containers greater than 4 liters in volume. RTR is also used to identify layers of plastic 
and metals within the containers.  RTR is valuable tool, especially in the detection on 
prohibited items and it has the ability to detect liquids inside closed containers.  VE 
allows for the positive identification and removal of prohibited items from the waste 
stream before they packaged.  RTR can be a valuable substitute for VE when waste items 
have a high dose rate or the visual examiners are unsure about the internal contents of an 
individual waste item. Table II compares RTR and VE.  
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Table II. Comparison of Visual Examination and Real-Time-Radiography 

Prohibited Items VE RTR 
Pressurize Containers Visual identification and 

information from container 
label 

Determination made from 
container shape 

Free liquids Examination of open 
containers. 

Can determine presence of 
free liquids in containers 

Explosive, pyrophoric,  
Ignitable, Reactive Waste 

Information from labels and 
item examination 

Can see shapes and liquids 

PCBs Information from labels and 
item examination 

Can see shapes and liquids 

Incompatible Waste Can read container labels Can see shapes and liquids 
Sealed containers larger 
than 4 Liters 

Can determine how cans are 
taped 
Can read container volume 

Can not determine how cans 
are cross-taped 
Estimate container volume 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
LANL nuclear facilities have implemented authorization based safety envelops that 
establish limits for amounts of radioactive, hazardous, and combustible material that can 
be safely handled in various areas within each facility.  In addition, restrictive storage 
limits and reporting requirements and Materials Control and Accountability (MC&A) 
imposes strict requirements for handling and transfer of SNM items including waste.  
Waste generated and managed in compliance with those requirements should be readily 
certifiable for disposal at WIPP.  The current TRU Waste Certification Program does not 
take advantage of the additional characterization information and controls imposed on the 
management of currently generated TRU waste.   
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